Mercedes s43

The C43 is offered as a four-door sedan and as a two-door coupe or convertible, the last of
which allows open-air enjoyment of the blown V-6's dulcet exhaust tones. All models wear
stylish exterior styling and provide a cozy cabin with all the amenities expected of a Mercedes ,
although two-door models are less practical and offer less space for rear-seat passengers.
While its performance isn't as impressive as the more powerful C63, the well-balanced C43's
price tag is far more accessible and it retains the fun-to-drive nature and upscale environs of
the other C-class models. That's why it earned a spot on our Editor's Choice list. Mercedes-AMG
is leaving well enough alone with the C43 for , making the previously optional If you prefer a
two-door or drop-top look, then we'll leave that decision to you, but we prefer the sedan for its
extra utility and easier access to the rear seat. Plus, the four-door has a lower price tag. We
can't resist a few options here, though, and we'd pick the Driver Assistance package, which
includes adaptive cruise control and lane-keeping assist. We'd also add the heated and
ventilated front seats. Carried over from 's C sedan , the C43's twin-turbocharged 3. Powerful
and torque rich, the hp engine pairs with a new nine-speed automatic transmission that swaps
cogs with both speed and precision. The boosted six has deep wells of power and never feels
overwhelmed or overworked when you call upon it. Despite the boost in power from to horses,
the C43 sedan delivered the same 4. While Mercedes-AMG equips the C43 with a pair of
steering-wheel-mounted paddle shifters, we found the nine-speed gearbox a competent enough
companion when left to its own devices. Befitting its AMG badging, the dynamically adept C43
is a joy to pilot through twisty two-lanes. Credit its quick steering that's both direct and precise,
as well as its rear-biased all-wheel-drive system that allows a dollop of chassis rotation before
requesting additional assistance from the front wheels. All three modes are needlessly stiff,
however, and make driving over rough pavement a bone-jarring experience. The C43's fuel
economy won't put you in the good graces of your local Sierra Club. Still, the twin-turbocharged
engine is quite thrifty given its heady performance. Any car that can leap to 60 mph in 4. The
C43 sedan we tested did just that; the coupe managed the same result, but the convertible fell
slightly behind in our real-world testing at 28 mpg. The C43's interior is finely detailed and
crafted of rich materials that meet the expectations set by the model's lofty price. As in other
C-class models , the C43 features a contemporary dashboard design with a flowing center stack
that hides a deep storage well with a pair of cupholders. Largely devoid of buttons, the C43's
center stack is anchored by a row of expensive-looking knurled rocker switches for operating
the standard dual-zone automatic climate control. While ergonomically arranged, the
climate-control panel sports small graphics that can be hard to read on the fly. The C43's trunk
space is average; we fit four carry-on suitcases inside the trunk with the rear seats in use and
15 with the rear seats lowered. Wide door pockets and a pair of generously sized console bins
provide the C43 with adequate interior storage. Still, the C-class is short on interior stowage
compared with mainstream sedans such as the Honda Accord and the Toyota Camry. All C43
models come with a Commands are completed using a rotary controller or a touchpad that's
inconveniently placed atop the controller. Response times were no better or worse than your
average smartphone. Every C43 comes equipped with standard safety features such as
forward-collision warning and automated emergency braking. Additional driver-assistance
features are available as well. However, adding these items requires spending thousands on
high-priced packages. Key safety features include:. Mercedes-AMG's warranty is shorter than a
number of its competitors'. The brand also forgoes providing its customers with complimentary
scheduled maintenance. Zero to 60 mph: 4. More Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide.
Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Drew Dorian. The Car and Driver Difference. Expand
Collapse. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. Bold looks and advanced tech are even
more captivating. AMG-enhanced 3. Aggressively elegant design. The class standard in cabin
style. Spaciousness and solidity. Performance-focused cockpit. Active Brake Assist.
Mercedes-Benz Emergency Call service. Power front sport seats with memory. Dual-zone
automatic climate control. Heat and noise-insulating front side glass. Analog gauges with
high-resolution multifunction display. Lock in future maintenance costs at today's prices.
Available for new, Certified Pre-Owned and Pre-Owned vehicles and honored at all participating
Mercedes-Benz dealers, Prepaid Maintenance offers significant savings and peace of mind.
Factory-trained technicians use the most advanced diagnostic tools and Genuine
Mercedes-Benz Parts. Show Navigation. Acceleration, mph 4. Color Black. Exterior Dimensions
Overall length Interior Dimensions Passenger capacity 5 Headroom front Engine Engine
AMG-enhanced 3. Performance Acceleration, mph 4. Performance AMG-enhanced 3. Multimedia
Analog gauges with high-resolution multifunction display Optional Features Exterior Lighting
Package Optional. Exterior Lighting Package. Driver is responsible for adjusting the vehicle's
lighting to prevailing light, visibility, traffic and other conditions, and for adhering to local
driving laws. Multimedia Package Optional. The driver should utilize the system's audio cues

while driving and should only consult the map or visual displays once the vehicle has been
stopped in a safe place. Maps do not cover all areas or all routes within an area, may require
periodic updating, and may not reflect recent or temporary changes to roadways. Subscriber
Agreement is required for service to be active. Some services are only available on select
vehicles. Your PIN is required to use certain services. Connection may be limited by cellular
signal and other factors. Features may be introduced and updated at varying dates, and may
also require a vehicle software update. Some services may be limited or restricted in some
areas. Driver is responsible for complying with traffic and other laws. Driver is responsible for
safely operating vehicle in accordance with local traffic laws and driving conditions. Driver
Assistance Package Optional. Driver Assistance Package. It does not adapt cruising speed in
response to stationary objects, nor does it predict the curvature and lane layout of the road
ahead or the movement of vehicles ahead. It is the driver's responsibility at all times to be
attentive to traffic and road conditions, and to provide the steering, braking and other driving
inputs necessary to retain control of the vehicle. Drivers are cautioned not to wait for the
system's alerts before braking, as that may not afford sufficient time and distance to brake
safely. Braking effectiveness also depends on proper brake maintenance, and tire and road
conditions. See Operator's Manual for system operating speeds and additional information and
warnings. It may not recognize lane markings in some lighting, weather and road conditions.
Please always wear your seat belt. Driver's deliberate steering inputs are required to initiate the
system's action, and can override its intervention at any time. Active Emergency Stop Assist
may stop the vehicle in travel lanes and activate the hazard flashers if the driver does not
respond to its alerts. Active Lane Keeping Assist cannot be relied on to avoid an accident or
serious injury. It may not be sufficient to detect a fatigued, distracted or inattentive driver, and
cannot override the laws of physics. It should not be used as a substitute for driver awareness
and checking of surrounding traffic conditions. It estimates but does not predict the curvature
and lane layout of the road ahead or the movement of vehicles ahead. System may not detect
some objects, obstacles or vehicles in the area into which the vehicle would move. It does not
intervene if vehicle is backing up, and does not apply the brakes if the vehicle is moving or if
Active Parking Assist is operating. System is not a substitute for driver awareness to posted
speed limits and other conditions. Mercedes me connect services 3 years included Optional.
Mercedes me connect services 3 years included. Mercedes me connect Assist Services
Optional. Mercedes me connect Assist Services. A 1-month trial up to 1GB of in-vehicle WiFi
and streaming audio is included with Mercedes me connect on new-vehicle sales and leases at
an authorized Mercedes-Benz dealer. Monthly prepaid plans with unlimited data are available
after trial period. Rate is subject to change. Prepaid Maintenance Lock in future maintenance
costs at today's prices. Learn More. It's deeply infused with AMG performance from its hp
biturbo V6 to its quick-shifting 9-speed to its adaptive air suspension. Best of all, the AMG C 43
wraps it all in bold style, rich luxury, and advanced driver assists. AMG-enhanced 3.
Aggressively elegant design. AMG body styling. AMG Night Package. Active Brake Assist.
Mercedes-Benz Emergency Call. Power front sport seats with memory. Dual-zone automatic
climate control. Mercedes me connect Assist Services. AMG Track Pace. Lock in future
maintenance costs at today's prices. Available for new, Certified Pre-Owned and Pre-Owned
vehicles and honored at all participating Mercedes-Benz dealers, Prepaid Maintenance offers
significant savings and peace of mind. Factory-trained technicians use the most advanced
diagnostic tools and Genuine Mercedes-Benz Parts. Show Navigation. Acceleration, mph 4.
Color Black. Exterior Dimensions Overall length Interior Dimensions Passenger capacity 5
Headroom front Engine Engine AMG-enhanced 3. Performance Acceleration, mph 4.
Performance AMG-enhanced 3. Multimedia Exterior Lighting Package Optional. Exterior
Lighting Package. Driver is responsible for adjusting the vehicle's lighting to prevailing light,
visibility, traffic and other conditions, and for adhering to local driving laws. Multimedia
Package Optional. The driver should utilize the system's audio cues while driving and should
only consult the map or visual displays once the vehicle has been stopped in a safe place. Maps
do not cover all areas or all routes within an area, may require periodic updating, and may not
reflect recent or temporary changes to roadways. Online map updates require Mercedes me
connect In-car WiFi connection. Phone sold separately. Parking Assistance Package Optional.
Parking Assistance Package. System cannot determine if a space is legally available or of a
suitable surface for parking. See Operator's Manual for additional information, tips and
warnings. Images displayed may be limited by camera field of view, weather, lighting conditions
and the presence of dirt, ice or snow on the cameras. It may not detect certain objects based on
their size, path, proximity or speed and angle of approach, or due to sensor obstruction, and
does not control steering angle. Driver Assistance Package Optional. Driver Assistance
Package. It does not adapt cruising speed in response to stationary objects, nor does it predict

the curvature and lane layout of the road ahead or the movement of vehicles ahead. It is the
driver's responsibility at all times to be attentive to traffic and road conditions, and to provide
the steering, braking and other driving inputs necessary to retain control of the vehicle. Drivers
are cautioned not to wait for the system's alerts before braking, as that may not afford sufficient
time and distance to brake safely. Braking effectiveness also depends on proper brake
maintenance, and tire and road conditions. See Operator's Manual for system operating speeds
and additional information and warnings. It may not recognize lane markings in some lighting,
weather and road conditions. Please always wear your seat belt. Driver's deliberate steering
inputs are required to initiate the system's action, and can override its intervention at any time.
Active Emergency Stop Assist may stop the vehicle in travel lanes and activate the hazard
flashers if the driver does not respond to its alerts. Driver is responsible for safely operating
vehicle in accordance with local traffic laws and driving conditions. It estimates but does not
predict the curvature and lane layout of the road ahead or the movement of vehicles ahead. It is
the driver's responsibility at all times to be attentive to traffic and road conditions, and to
provide the driving inputs necessary to retain control of the vehicle. System may not detect
some objects, obstacles or vehicles in the area into which the vehicle would move. It should not
be used as a substitute for driver awareness and checking of surrounding traffic conditions. It
does not intervene if vehicle is backing up, and does not apply the brakes if the vehicle is
moving or if Active Parking Assist is operating. System is not a substitute for driver awareness
to posted speed limits and other conditions. Mercedes me connect services 3 years included
Optional. Mercedes me connect services 3 years included. Mercedes me connect Assist
Services Optional. A 1-month trial up to 1GB of in-vehicle WiFi and streaming audio is included
with Mercedes me connect on new-vehicle sales and leases at an authorized Mercedes-Benz
dealer. Monthly prepaid plans with unlimited data are available after trial period. Rate is subject
to change. Subscriber Agreement is required for service to be active. Some services are only
available on select vehicles. Driver is responsible for complying with traffic and other laws.
Prepaid Maintenance Lock in future maintenance costs at today's prices. Learn More.
Handcrafted AMG 4. Breathtaking coupe design. Pure pillarless profile. Handcrafted
4-passenger cabin. AMG-specific grille. Car-to-X Communication. Mercedes-Benz Emergency
Call. Active Brake Assist. Active multicontour front seats with massage. Mercedes me connect
Assist Services. Advanced AMG instrumentation and controls. Lock in future maintenance
costs at today's prices. Available for new, Certified Pre-Owned and Pre-Owned vehicles and
honored at all participating Mercedes-Benz dealers, Prepaid Maintenance offers significant
savings and peace of mind. Factory-trained technicians use the most advanced diagnostic tools
and Genuine Mercedes-Benz Parts. Show Navigation. Acceleration, mph 3. Color Black.
Handcrafted 4. Exterior Dimensions Overall length Interior Dimensions Passenger capacity 4
Headroom front Engine Engine Handcrafted 4. Performance Acceleration, mph 3. Performance
Handcrafted AMG 4. Optional Features Heated rear seats Heated front armrests designo
Exclusive Nappa leather upholstery designo Exclusive Nappa leather upholstery Electrically
heated windshield Refrigerator box for rear cabin. Multimedia Driver Assistance Package
Optional. Driver Assistance Package. It does not adapt cruising speed in response to stationary
objects, nor does it predict the curvature and lane layout of the road ahead or the movement of
vehicles ahead. It is the driver's responsibility at all times to be attentive to traffic and road
conditions, and to provide the steering, braking and other driving inputs necessary to retain
control of the vehicle. Drivers are cautioned not to wait for the system's alerts before braking,
as that may not afford sufficient time and distance to brake safely. Braking effectiveness also
depends on proper brake maintenance, and tire and road conditions. See Operator's Manual for
system operating speeds and additional information and warnings. It may not recognize lane
markings in some lighting, weather and road conditions. Please always wear your seat belt.
Driver's deliberate steering inputs are required to initiate the system's action, and can override
its intervention at any time. Active Emergency Stop Assist may stop the vehicle in travel lanes
and activate the hazard flashers if the driver does not respond to its alerts. Driver is responsible
for safely operating vehicle in accordance with local traffic laws and driving conditions. Active
Lane Keeping Assist cannot be relied on to avoid an accident or serious injury. It may not be
sufficient to detect a fatigued, distracted or inattentive driver, and cannot override the laws of
physics. It should not be used as a substitute for driver awareness and checking of surrounding
traffic conditions. It estimates but does not predict the curvature and lane layout of the road
ahead or the movement of vehicles ahead. System may not detect some objects, obstacles or
vehicles in the area into which the vehicle would move. It does not intervene if vehicle is
backing up, and does not apply the brakes if the vehicle is moving or if Active Parking Assist is
operating. System is not a substitute for driver awareness to posted speed limits and other
conditions. It is the driver's responsibility at all times to be attentive to traffic and road

conditions, and to provide the driving inputs necessary to retain control of the vehicle.
Mercedes me connect services 3 years included Optional. Mercedes me connect services 3
years included. Mercedes me connect Assist Services Optional. A 1-month trial up to 1GB of
in-vehicle WiFi and streaming audio is included with Mercedes me connect on new-vehicle sales
and leases at an authorized Mercedes-Benz dealer. Monthly prepaid plans with unlimited data
are available after trial period. Rate is subject to change. Subscriber Agreement is required for
service to be active. Some services are only available on select vehicles. Driver is responsible
for complying with traffic and other laws. Prepaid Maintenance Lock in future maintenance
costs at today's prices. Learn More. Its hp biturbo V6, quick-shifting 9-speed, performance
all-wheel drive and adaptive air suspension are all deeply infused with AMG DNA. Bold style,
next-generation technology and a rich cockpit put it all in your hands. AMG-enhanced 3. Pure
coupe design. Panorama roof. AMG body styling. AMG Optics Package. Active Brake Assist.
Mercedes-Benz Emergency Call. AMG Performance front seats. Dual-zone automatic climate
control. AMG Track Pace. Lock in future maintenance costs at today's prices. Available for new,
Certified Pre-Owned and Pre-Owned vehicles and honored at all participating Mercedes-Benz
dealers, Prepaid Maintenance offers significant savings and peace of mind. Factory-trained
technicians use the most advanced diagnostic tools and Genuine Mercedes-Benz Parts. Show
Navigation. Acceleration, mph 4. Color Black. Exterior Dimensions Overall length Interior
Dimensions Passenger capacity 4 Headroom front Engine Engine AMG-enhanced 3.
Performance Acceleration, mph 4. Performance AMG-enhanced 3. Multimedia Serious wheel
and tire damage may occur if the vehicle is operated on rough or damaged road surfaces or
upon encountering road debris or obstacles. These tires are not designed for use on snow and
ice. Winter tires mounted on appropriately sized and approved wheels are recommended for
driving in those conditions. Exterior Lighting Package Optional. Exterior Lighting Package.
Multimedia Package Optional. The driver should utilize the system's audio cues while driving
and should only consult the map or visual displays once the vehicle has been stopped in a safe
place. Maps do not cover all areas or all routes within an area, may require periodic updating,
and may not reflect recent or temporary changes to roadways. Online map updates require
Mercedes me connect In-car WiFi connection. Phone sold separately. Parking Assistance
Package Optional. Parking Assistance Package. System cannot determine if a space is legally
available or of a suitable surface for parking. See Operator's Manual for additional information,
tips and warnings. Images displayed may be limited by camera field of view, weather, lighting
conditions and the presence of dirt, ice or snow on the cameras. It may not detect certain
objects based on their size, path, proximity or speed and angle of approach, or due to sensor
obstruction, and does not control steering angle. Driver Assistance Package Optional. Driver
Assistance Package. It does not adapt cruising speed in response to stationary objects, nor
does it predict the curvature and lane layout of the road ahead or the movement of vehicles
ahead. It is the driver's responsibility at all times to be attentive to traffic and road conditions,
and to provide the steering, braking and other driving inputs necessary to retain control of the
vehicle. Drivers are cautioned not to wait for the system's alerts before braking, as that may not
afford sufficient time and distance to brake safely. Braking effectiveness also depends on
proper brake maintenance, and tire and road conditions. See Operator's Manual for system
operating speeds and additional information and warnings. It may not recognize lane markings
in some lighting, weather and road conditions. Please always wear your seat belt. Driver's
deliberate steering inputs are required to initiate the system's action, and can override its
intervention at any time. Active Emergency Stop Assist may stop the vehicle in travel lanes and
activate the hazard flashers if the driver does not respond to its alerts. Driver is responsible for
safely operating vehicle in accordance with local traffic laws and driving conditions. Active
Lane Keeping Assist cannot be relied on to avoid an accident or serious injury. It may not be
sufficient to detect a fatigued, distracted or inattentive driver, and cannot override the laws of
physics. It should not be used as a substitute for driver awareness and checking of surrounding
traffic conditions. It estimates but does not predict the curvature and lane layout of the road
ahead or the movement of vehicles ahead. System may not detect some objects, obstacles or
vehicles in the area into which the vehicle would move. It does not intervene if vehicle is
backing up, and does not apply the brakes if the vehicle is moving or if Active Parking Assist is
operating. System is not a substitute for driver awareness to posted speed limits and other
conditions. Mercedes me connect services 3 years included Optional. Mercedes me connect
services 3 years included. Mercedes me connect Assist Services Optional. Mercedes me
connect Assist Services. A 1-month trial up to 1GB of in-vehicle WiFi and streaming audio is
included with Mercedes me connect on new-vehicle sales and leases at an authorized
Mercedes-Benz dealer. Monthly prepaid plans with unlimited data are available after trial period.
Rate is subject to change. Subscriber Agreement is required for service to be active. Some

services are only available on select vehicles. Driver is responsible for complying with traffic
and other laws. Prepaid Maintenance Lock in future maintenance costs at today's prices. Learn
More. Many of us expect luxury roadsters to offer stylish exterior design and entertaining
handling, and the Mercedes-AMG SLC43 delivers on both fronts. This convertible's sleek
sheetmetal helps it stand out in a crowd, and its rewarding driving dynamics elevate even the
most humdrum commutes. Some roadsters are lacking when it comes to driver-assistance
equipment , but the SLC43 is equipped with standard technology designed to help prevent
accidents. This car's cabin will be a tight fit for taller passengers, and some of its tech features
are outdated. Still, it measures up nicely in many of the areas that matter most for shoppers in
this segment. This is the SLC43's final year of production. This trim is sold in an exclusive paint
finish called Sun Yellow. The SLC43's base trim comes nicely equipped, offering many of the
amenities that luxury-car shoppers crave. AMG inch multispoke wheels with black accents keep
this car in touch with the pavement. The list of standard exterior features includes automatic
projector-beam LED head- and taillights, rear fog lamps, rain-sensing windshield wipers, and
heated power-folding sideview mirrors with auto-dimming capability. Inside the cabin, you'll find
heated power-adjustable seats, as well as a power-adjustable tilt-and-telescoping steering
column, Wi-Fi hotspot, keyless entry and push-button ignition, dual-zone automatic climate
control, and an auto-dimming rearview mirror. When it comes to driver-assistance equipment,
blind-spot monitoring is standard. It delivers horsepower and lb-ft of torque, and it's paired with
a nine-speed automatic transmission that sends power to the rear wheels. Mercedes-AMG
estimates that this convertible can sprint from zero to 60 mph in 4. The SLC43 offers precise
steering, and it comports itself with almost zero body roll. Handling is athletic and engaging, but
the trade-off is a ride quality that may be a bit firm for some drivers. When it comes to the
overall design aesthetic, the SLC43's interior looks a lot less modern than it should. The car is
part of a generation that's been on the market since , and its age is evident in the appearance of
its cabin. Roadsters are known for being short on cabin space, but even by these standards the
SLC43's cabin is a tight space. It will likely be a cramped fit for taller drivers. The cabin comes
standard with Mercedes-Benz's Airscarf system. This feature is designed to maintain
comfortable temperatures duri
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ng top-down driving in colder weather. It blows warm air through vents below the headrests to
keep things toasty on chilly days, and three settings are available. The direct-to-body heat that
this system provides facilitates better temperature regulation than traditional vents.
Mercedes-Benz's SLC43 holds the distinction of having one of the smallest trunks in its
segment. It provides just 6. With a rival such as the Jaguar F-type convertible, you'll get 7. The
infotainment system is governed by a 7. With compact convertibles, there is sometimes a dearth
of driver-assistance equipment, but this isn't the case with the SLC It's offered with a useful
range of driver-assistance features. Key safety features include:. Mercedes offers warranty
protection that's competitive within the luxury segment. However, some brands in this class,
such as Jaguar , offer longer coverage. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search.
View Photos. Warren Clarke. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below.

